
LEVEL 9 

 
 

  #LCstudy 

LC Study Challenge  
First/Last Name: _____________________________  Player Name:  ________________________ 

Team Name:        _____________________________   NUID:   ________________________ 

Complete at least 5 of the tasks below to finish this level. Tasks in bold must be completed. Write your initials in the box 
next to each task you complete, and collect signatures where indicated. Return this form to the Study Challenge 
Dropbox on the Abel/Sandoz or Schramm Front Desk. 
Task Points Completed 

Type your handwritten notes into a condensed study packet. Choose the class you most need to 
study for (a class that has a cumulative final might be a good idea). Go through your handwritten 
notes from lecture, discussion, and reading, and highlight the information that is most valuable to 
you (e.g. definitions or formulas you know will be on a test or ideas that you are still trying to make 
sense of). Type this information in a way that makes the most sense to you (an outline, bullet points, 
or even a narrative depending on the type of class and the way you learn best). Print your notes and 
staple them together. You now have a condensed, easy-to-read study packet for finals! Attach a 
copy of your study packet to this sheet (include name of the course). (required!) 

2  

Visit a UNL office you’ve never been to and get information about how their services could benefit 
you (e.g. Financial Aid, Study Abroad, LGBTQA Resource Center, First-Year Experience office, Explore 
Center, TRIO Programs, etc.). Attach a pamphlet/flyer or your notes from a conversation with an 
office consultant to this sheet. (required!) 

2  

Get involved! What are some interests you have that you’d like to explore further next school year? 
UNL has hundreds of Registered Student Organizations (RSOs) that help students get involved in 
everything from sports and hobbies to political action, pre-professional opportunities, and 
community service. Find at least one RSO you might be interested in joining at 
http://involved.unl.edu/RSO%20List%202013.pdf Research the RSO and write on the back of this 
sheet the RSO name, contact information, and why you are interested in joining or learning more.  

1  

Attend an FYE Success Workshop or UNL-sponsored academic or cultural event of your choice. List 
title of event, sponsoring department, date, time, and location. Write a short paragraph on the 
back of this sheet about what you learned from this event. Visit https://events.unl.edu/ for ideas. 

2  

Tweet a picture of your team studying in a location of your choice to the Learning Communities 
Twitter page @UNLLearnCom. Your photo must show your study materials and your Tweet must 
include the hashtag #LCStudy. Write Twitter handle on this sheet. ***Points for this task will go to 
the total team score, not to a player’s individual score.*** 

2  

Study for one hour on your own in a new location.   1  

2 POINT BONUS: Turn in completed Level 9 by April 3, 9 a.m.***NOTE: Level 9 is due AFTER SPRING BREAK 
         
         TOTAL POINTS:   _____ 
Tip of the Week: Reward Your Team for Meeting a Study Goal 
Sometimes it’s a lot easier to get your work done if you know there’s a tangible reward at the end. Set an academic goal for your team and 
decide how you will reward yourselves if you meet that goal. Maybe two hours of focused study equals a team movie night in the lounge? 
Or a team average of B or above on your next test equals a trip to Ivanna Cone? The choice is yours—be creative. 1 TEAM BONUS POINT 

for Tweeting a picture of your team having their reward to the Learning Communities Twitter page @UNLLearnCom. Tweet must say 
what you are rewarding your team for and what the reward is and include the hashtag #LCStudy. Write Twitter handle here. ***Point 
for this task will go to the total team score, not to a player’s individual score.*** 
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